INTERNET SITES
Links chosen by SAC Nursing faculty

http://www.sac.edu/faculty_staff/academic_progs/departments/nursing/links.htm

SAC Health Science Skills Lab
R-203 A
M, TH 9-6
W 9-9
F 9-3

CPR Classes in the area
American Heart Association 877-242-4277
CME Associates 714-998-2208
Continue CPR 562-807-2420
CPR at your convenience 800-800-2639
Heart to Heart 714-891-5620
SureFire CPR 888-277-3143
The CPR Lady 949-651-1020

SANTA ANA COLLEGE
Nealley Library Pathfinder

NURSING

CITE YOUR SOURCES
Using the Book:
- The Publication manual of the American Psychological Association 6th ed is available at the reference desk and in the Main stacks at BF 76.7 P83.

Using an online citation builder:
- Go to www.noodletools.com to create citations online.
- Choose "NoodleBib Express" - then "APA" - then choose from the menus to accurately cite each document.
- At the final screen, cut and paste citation to your "References" page.

Citation formatting options available at the Email Manager or Print Manager screen of EBSCOHost databases:
- Before you print or email an article, check the citation format box on the right hand side of the screen.
- Use the drop-down menu to choose a formatting style from the list.
- Then send.

FOR FURTHER ASSISTANCE CITING DOCUMENTS ASK AT THE REFERENCE DESK
**GROUP STUDY ROOMS**

Groups of 2-10 students can be accommodated for the purpose of collaborative study in one of the 4 Group Study Rooms in the library. These rooms can be reserved at the Reference Desk for 1½ hour increments on a same day, first-come, first-served basis.

**FIND TEXTBOOKS on Reserve**

Copies of current textbooks and supplemental items like videotapes, audiotapes, DVDs, and periodicals can be borrowed at the Front Desk of the Nealley Library. Normally, these items are for in-library use only.

**FIND BOOKS**

Check both *Main stacks* and *Oversize* collections.

- Careers in nursing: RT 82
- Drug guides: RM 301.12
- Ethics in nursing: RT 85
- First aid and CPR: RC 86.7
- NCLEX review: RT 55
- Transcultural nursing: RT 86.54

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders:

DSM-IV-TR

RC455.2.C4 D536 *Reference shelves*

DSM-IV-TR guidebook

RC469 .F55 *Reference shelves*

*Merck manual of medical information*

RC81 .M535 *Reference shelves*

**FIND EBOOKS**

Ebooks are available 24/7 for currently-enrolled students.

- From the Library homepage [http://sac.edu/library](http://sac.edu/library), choose “Connect from home.”
- At the bottom of the screen, type in your WebAdvisor ID and Password.
- Choose Electronic books @ netLibrary.
- Type search terms in the dialog box to retrieve full-text books in electronic format.

**FIND ARTICLES ONLINE**

**For current nursing journal articles use:**

- **CINAHL Plus**
  
  *Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature*
  
  Search by subject & keyword for full text nursing articles in over 3,000 journals.

- **Health Source: Nursing/Academic Edition**
  
  Search by subject & keyword for articles from 1,200 medical journals, many full text.

- **MEDLINE**
  
  *MEDLINE* searches citations from over 4,800 current biomedical journals.

- **Psychology and Behavioral Sciences**
  
  Search by subject or keyword for full text articles in the areas of psychiatry & psychology, mental and behavioral health.